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Citizens Commission on Human Rights
RAISING PUBLIC AWARENESS

ducation is a vital part of any initiative to reverse
social decline. CCHR takes this responsibility very
seriously. Through the broad dissemination of
CCHR’s Internet site, books, newsletters and other
publications, more and more patients, families,
professionals, lawmakers and countless others are

E

becoming educated on the truth about psychiatry, and that
something effective can and should be done about it.
CCHR’s publications—available in 15 languages—
show the harmful impact of psychiatry on racism, education, women, justice, drug rehabilitation, morals, the elderly,
religion, and many other areas. A list of these includes:

THE REAL CRISIS—In Mental Health Today
Report and recommendations on the lack of science and
results within the mental health industry

CHILD DRUGGING—Psychiatry Destroying Lives
Report and recommendations on fraudulent psychiatric
diagnosis and the enforced drugging of youth

M A S S I V E F R A UD — P s y c h i a t r y ’ s C o r r u p t I n d u s t r y
Report and recommendations on a criminal mental
health monopoly

HARMING YOUTH—Psychiatry Destroys Young Minds
Report and recommendations on harmful mental health
assessments, evaluations and programs within our schools

PSYCHIATRIC HOAX—The Subversion of Medicine
Report and recommendations on psychiatry’s destructive
impact on health care

COMMUNITY RUIN—Psychiatry’s Coercive ‘Care’
Report and recommendations on the failure of community
mental health and other coercive psychiatric programs

4. THE THEORY THAT MENTAL DISORDERS
DERIVE FROM A “CHEMICAL IMBALANCE” IN
THE BRAIN IS UNPROVEN OPINION, NOT FACT.

PSEUDOSCIENCE—Psychiatry’s False Diagnoses
Report and recommendations on the unscientific fraud
perpetrated by psychiatry

HARMING ARTISTS—Psychiatry Ruins Creativity
Report and recommendations on psychiatry assaulting the arts

One prevailing psychiatric theory (key to
psychotropic drug sales) is that mental disorders
result from a chemical imbalance in the brain.
As with its other theories, there is no biological
or other evidence to prove this. Representative
of a large group of medical and biochemistry
experts, Elliot Valenstein, Ph.D., author of
Blaming the Brain says: “[T]here are no tests
available for assessing the chemical status of
a living person’s brain.”

SCHIZOPHRENIA—Psychiatry’s For Profit ‘Disease’
Report and recommendations on psychiatric lies and
false diagnosis

IMPORTANT NOTICE
For the Reader

T

he psychiatric profession purports to be
the sole arbiter on the subject of mental
health and “diseases” of the mind. The
facts, however, demonstrate otherwise:

1. PSYCHIATRIC “DISORDERS” ARE NOT MEDICAL
DISEASES. In medicine, strict criteria exist for

calling a condition a disease: a predictable group
of symptoms and the cause of the symptoms or
an understanding of their physiology (function)
must be proven and established. Chills and fever
are symptoms. Malaria and typhoid are diseases.
Diseases are proven to exist by objective evidence
and physical tests. Yet, no mental “diseases” have
ever been proven to medically exist.
2. PSYCHIATRISTS DEAL EXCLUSIVELY WITH
MENTAL “DISORDERS,” NOT PROVEN DISEASES.

While mainstream physical medicine treats
diseases, psychiatry can only deal with
“disorders.” In the absence of a known cause or
physiology, a group of symptoms seen in many
different patients is called a disorder or syndrome.
Harvard Medical School’s Joseph Glenmullen,
M.D., says that in psychiatry, “all of its diagnoses
are merely syndromes [or disorders], clusters of
symptoms presumed to be related, not diseases.”
As Dr. Thomas Szasz, professor of psychiatry
emeritus, observes, “There is no blood or other
biological test to ascertain the presence or
absence of a mental illness, as there is for most
bodily diseases.”
3. PSYCHIATRY HAS NEVER ESTABLISHED THE
CAUSE OF ANY “MENTAL DISORDERS.” Leading

psychiatric agencies such as the World Psychiatric
Association and the U.S. National Institute of
Mental Health admit that psychiatrists do not

know the causes or cures for any mental disorder
or what their “treatments” specifically do to the
patient. They have only theories and conflicting
opinions about their diagnoses and methods, and
are lacking any scientific basis for these. As a past
president of the World Psychiatric Association
stated, “The time when psychiatrists considered
that they could cure the mentally ill is gone. In
the future, the mentally ill have to learn to live
with their illness.”

5. THE BRAIN IS NOT THE REAL CAUSE
OF LIFE’S PROBLEMS. People do experience

problems and upsets in life that may result in
mental troubles, sometimes very serious. But
to represent that these troubles are caused by
incurable “brain diseases” that can only be
alleviated with dangerous pills is dishonest,
harmful and often deadly. Such drugs are
often more potent than a narcotic and capable
of driving one to violence or suicide. They mask
the real cause of problems in life and debilitate
the individual, so denying him or her the opportunity for real recovery and hope for the future.

THE BRUTAL REALITY—Harmful Psychiatric ‘Treatments’
Report and recommendations on the destructive practices of
electroshock and psychosurgery
PSYCHIATRIC RAPE—Assaulting Women and Children
Report and recommendations on widespread sex crimes
against patients within the mental health system
DEADLY RESTRAINTS—Psychiatry’s ‘Therapeutic’ Assault
Report and recommendations on the violent and dangerous
use of restraints in mental health facilities
PSYCHIATRY—Hooking Your World on Drugs
Report and recommendations on psychiatry creating today’s
drug crisis
REHAB FRAUD—Psychiatry’s Drug Scam
Report and recommendations on methadone and other
disastrous psychiatric drug ‘rehabilitation’ programs

UNHOLY ASSAULT—Psychiatry versus Religion
Report and recommendations on psychiatry’s subversion of
religious belief and practice
ERODING JUSTICE—Psychiatry’s Corruption of Law
Report and recommendations on psychiatry subverting the
courts and corrective services
ELDERLY ABUSE—Cruel Mental Health Programs
Report and recommendations on psychiatry abusing seniors
CHAOS & TERROR—Manufactured by Psychiatry
Report and recommendations on the role of psychiatry
in international terrorism
CREATING RACISM—Psychiatry’s Betrayal
Report and recommendations on psychiatry causing racial
conflict and genocide
CITIZENS COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
The International Mental Health Watchdog

WARNING: No one should stop taking any psychiatric drug without the
advice and assistance of a competent, non-psychiatric, medical doctor.
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INTRODUCTION
The Defenseless
Are Targeted

T

here could be few more bitter experi- being raped while on a psychiatrist’s couch than
ences than the desperate victim who while jogging alone at night through a city park.
accepts help and is then betrayed by
❚ In a British study of therapist–patient sexthe “benefactor.”
ual contact among psychologists, 25% reported
Imagine a 7-year-old girl who having treated a patient who had been sexually
has been referred to a psychiatrist or psycholo- involved with another therapist.2
gist for help with emotional problems related to
❚ A 2001 study reported that one out of 20
incest. Suppose that the specialist then also sex- clients who had been sexually abused by their
ually abuses the girl during “therapy.” What therapist was a minor, the average age being
must be the emotional upheaval suffered by this seven for girls and 12 for boys. The youngest
tragic victim?
child was three.
Such
despicable
While compassion,
“While compassion, common sense
treachery in the wake
common sense and
and decency declare sexual abuse of
of an already serious
decency declare that
personal crisis could patients to be a serious and criminal abuse, sexual abuse of patients
only burden the victim
is a serious and crimipsychiatrists and psychologists sanitize it
with further emotional
nal act, psychiatrists
— even the sexual abuse of children.”
scars and instability.
and psychologists work
It is also a damning
hard to sanitize it—
— Jan Eastgate
criticism of those “proeven when the victims
fessionals” entrusted
of the exploitation are
with the task of helping people who are extreme- children. Combining the invented diagnoses in
ly fragile emotionally.
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
On October 31, 2002, French psychotherapist Disorders (DSM-IV) with subtle but perverse
Jean-Pierre Tremel was sentenced to 10 years arguments, or even outright lies, they labor to
in prison for raping and sexually abusing two decriminalize the sexual abuse of women and
young patients that the court recognized as child patients.
being extremely vulnerable. Tremel, age 52,
Meanwhile, mental health licensing bodies
claimed his “treatment” was based on an rarely mete out more than the wrist-slap—tem“Oriental tradition” wherein “old men introduce porary license revocation—a charge of “profesgirls to sexual practices.”1
sional misconduct” and temporarily suspend a
Such “treatment” is never help. It is a disgust- practitioner’s license to practice.
ing betrayal in the guise of help, an all-too-fre❚ In 2003, the Colorado State Board of
quent occurrence in the mental health industry:
Psychologist Examiners revoked the license of Dr.
❚ A woman is statistically at greater risk of John Dicke, whose treatment of a 5-year-old boy
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included using sex toys. According to the boy’s
father, his son had been “stripped naked, tortured,
restrained, verbally abused, sexually abused,
brainwashed and horrified by a dildo” during the
alleged therapy.3
❚ In 1989, Dr. Paul A. Walters, psychiatrist in
charge of student health at Stanford University,
California and former head of Harvard
University’s Health Services’ Mental Health
Division, was forced to resign after allegations of
his having “frequent sex” with a female patient.
The woman, who had been the victim of sexual
abuse as a child, was awarded more than
$200,000 in an out-of-court settlement. She said
Walters had used her to perform oral sex on him,
“sometimes as often as two out of three psychiatric analysis sessions per week.”
Some psychiatrists, however, are criminally
charged and convicted.
❚ An Orange County, California psychiatrist,
James Harrington White, was convicted of
the forced sodomy of a male patient. After an
investigation by Citizens Commission on Human
Rights (CCHR), White was found to have
drugged young men, then videotaped himself
having sex with them. White was sentenced to
prison for almost seven years.
No medical doctor, social organization or
family member should hand over any person to
face the mental health “treatments” that pass as
therapy today.
This publication is one of a series of reports
produced by CCHR that deal with mental
health betrayal. It is issued as a public service
and warning.

Therapist sexual abuse is sexual abuse.
Therapist rape is rape. They will never constitute
therapy. Until this is widely recognized however,
and prosecutors and judges treat every incidence
of this as such, psychiatrists, psychologists and
psychotherapists will remain a threat to any
woman or child undergoing mental health therapy.
Sincerely,

Jan Eastgate
President, Citizens Commission
on Human Rights International
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IMPORTANT FACTS

1
2

3

4
5

Between 10% and 25% of mental
health practitioners sexually abuse
their patients.
To cover up their crime,
psychiatrists have used drugs
or electroshock in an effort to
eliminate the patient’s memory
of the rape.
It is estimated that 100
psychologists lose their licenses
annually for sexual misconduct but
this is rarely permanent. Yet the
American Psychological Association
expels only 10 members a year for
this offense.
Psychiatrists and psychologists
redefine and excuse their patient
rape as “sexual contact,” a “sexual
relationship” or “crossing the
boundaries.”
Instead of treating sexual assault
of a patient as a criminal offense,
licensing boards have dealt with
it as “professional misconduct,”
with psychiatrists and psychologists
thus escaping criminal prosecution.

CRIMINALITY IS RIFE WITHIN PSYCHIATRY:

James Harrington White (left) was convicted
for child sexual abuse, and Jules Masserman,
past president of the American Psychiatric Association,
sexually assaulted four of his patients during
drug-induced sleep. He temporarily lost his license but
remained as a member of the APA’s Board of Trustees.
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CHAPTER
ONE
Rape by Any
Other Name

Q

uestion: When is rape not really rape?
However, Noel was the “mental patient.”
Answer: When the rapist is a treating With Masserman declaring Noel was “sick” and
psychiatrist or psychologist.
lying, it took seven years of court battles, and
One of the most infamous cases of other women going public after hearing of Noel’s
psychiatric “non-rape” is that of case, before the APA upheld the Illinois
Dr. Jules Masserman, once Psychiatric Society’s decision to suspend
revered by his peers worldwide Masserman’s license to practice. But the suspenas a leading psychiatric practitioner. A past presi- sion was only for five years, and it was for inapdent of the American Psychiatric Association (APA) propriate use of drugs, not for rape. Meanwhile,
and honorary life president of the World Masserman remained a voting member of the
Association for Social Psychiatry, Masserman was APA’s Board of Trustees.
a powerful man.
The APA did not
Barbara Noel worsee fit to banish one
shipped Masserman,
of its famous names,
In one country, a
and considered herself
claiming the evidence was
review showed that while
lucky to have him as
“unsubstantiated”— as if
her psychiatrist. Using
an insurance company
psychiatrists represented only
his professional influwould pay more than
6% of the physicians,
ence, Masserman easi$350,000 in settlements
ly convinced Noel that
and Masserman himself
they comprised 28% of the
she could get in touch
would surrender his
perpetrators disciplined
with her “real feelings”
Illinois medical license
for sex-related offenses.
by taking sodium amyvoluntarily on the basis of
tal, a barbiturate used
“unsubstantiated” claims
in the 1960s mind conby his female victims.4
trol experiments to block out memory. Noel awoke
As reported in 1998, while the U.S. Association
during one of the drug-induced sleeps he frequent- of State and Provincial Psychology estimated that
ly administered to her, to find Masserman panting 100 psychologists lose their licenses annually for
loudly as he sexually assaulted her.
sexual misconduct, the American Psychological
Noel had never before realized how deep Association (APA) expels only 10% of these. They
deception could run. She realized that Masserman can continue practicing unlicensed and with their
had been drugging her for years to use her APA membership intact.
body sexually, a practice just one step short of
Psychiatrists and psychologists rarely refer to
necrophilia (sexual stimulation from corpses). rape as rape. Instead, they downplay it as “sexual
Understandably, she was enraged.
contact,” a “sexual relationship” or “crossing the

CHAPTER ONE
Rape by Any Other Name
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boundaries” when one of its members sexually
forces themselves on a patient, often with the help
of drugs or electroshock.
Imagine a criminal court judge hearing a
defense argument that, “It wasn’t really rape, more
like sexual contact.” Worse still, imagine the victim is
your sister, or your daughter, who sought help from
a psychiatrist in good faith because of a broken relationship. You would rightly want the rapist prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Unfortunately, that

is unlikely to happen if he’s a psychiatrist, because
while psychiatric rape is punishable by the justice
system in theory, the stark reality is that in most cases
professional registration boards deal with it as mere
“professional misconduct.”
These boards decide what discipline should be
imposed, placing the psychiatric defendant
beyond the law—rarely are practitioners who lose
their license criminally prosecuted. Following this
logic, if a plumber raped a customer, his fate

1

2

3

4
PSYCHIATRISTS AND PSYCHOTHERAPISTS are continually facing
criminal charges for sexually abusing persons who seek their help.
1) Psychologist Donald Persson (left) was sentenced to 10 years
imprisonment for the rape of a 12-year-old girl. 2) Psychiatrist
Markham Berry (top left) pled guilty to sexually abusing six young
boys who had been sent to him for help. 3) Kansas psychiatrist
John Lester (top right) was sentenced to 41 months for the
molestation of two young boys. 4) Psychotherapist John
Ferguson (above) was one of the first to be prosecuted under a
Colorado law specifically criminalizing such sexual abuse.
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should be decided by a society of plumbers. That
of course will not happen and in the same way, neither should such professional registration boards
be allowed to operate as law.
It follows that psychiatry’s perverted
ethics system has been universally attacked as
soft and inadequate. Australian psychiatrist
Paul Stenberg took his patient to a spa where he
rubbed her breasts and vagina, telling her
it was “therapy.” He had sexual intercourse
with another patient and suggested she try
heroin. In 2000, Stenberg voluntarily resigned
his license, promising the medical board
to reform.
Within two years, Stenberg was in
the news again for sexually abusing patients.
“Anne” had sought
help from Stenberg for
A review of U.S. medical
the years of sexual
board actions against physicians
abuse that she and her
sister had endured from
disciplined for sex-related offenses
their father, while their
mother kept it a “family
found that psychiatry and child
secret.” Anne wanted
psychiatry were significantly
help to “tame the memories.” “But instead of
over-represented.
helping to heal the festering wounds of incest,
[Stenberg] gouged them
deeper,” the Courier Mail reported in April 2002.5
A 1998 review of U.S. medical board actions
against 761 physicians disciplined for sex-related
offenses from 1981 to 1996 found that psychiatry
and child psychiatry were significantly over-represented. While psychiatrists account for only 6% of
physicians in the country, they comprised 28% of
perpetrators disciplined for sex-related offenses.6
The same year, a report from Sweden’s
Social [medical] Board on patient complaints
over a four-year period found that psychiatrists
were responsible for nearly half of the mistreatments of patients reported to the Board,
including sexual abuse.
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IMPORTANT FACTS

1

2
3

4

Psychiatrists who have sexually
exploited patients have invented
the following excuses: it was in the
name of “love,” “impulsivity,” “a
judgment lapse” or was really to
“enhance the patient’s self-esteem.”

Psychiatrists and psychologists have
been greatly assisted in their efforts
to avoid criminal proceedings for
sexual abuse by the introduction of
the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders—IV
(DSM) and the mental disorders
section of the International
Classification of Diseases (ICD).

ICD and DSM list sexual molestation
of children as a “habit and impulse
disorder.” DSM also claims that
physically abusing a child is a
related mental disorder.

The World Psychiatric Association
claims that professional codes of
conduct, the study of ethics, or
the rule of law by themselves
“will not guarantee” the ethical
practice of psychiatrists.

The American Psychiatric Association’s
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-IV) decriminalizes

crime by defining criminal behavior as a
biologically based aberration.
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CHAPTER
TWO
Criminal Acts as
‘Therapy’

I

n a 1986 U.S. survey of psychiatrist-patient hood and sit on his lap. When he became sexually
sex, 73% of psychiatrists who admitted they aroused he told her it was perfectly normal because
had sexually exploited patients said they did children were often attracted to their parents.
so in the name of “love” or “pleasure”; 19% Gluskie lied without shame; “Genital stimulation
said it was to “enhance the patient’s self- releases chemicals in the brain that promote bondesteem,” while the remaining excuses included ing between children and adults,” he said.9
“judgment lapse,” “impulsivity,” “therapist
❚ On June 21, 2002, the Ohio state psychology
enhancement” and “personal needs.”7
board suspended Dr. John Wilson’s license for
Almost two decades later, the excuses haven’t at least two years because of his “high need for
varied. Those appearing before medical boards to narcissistic [erotic self-interest] gratification,”
and ordered treatment
explain their conduct
for alcohol addiction.
have pleaded a “lack of
During a session with a
judgment due to stress,”
Psychiatrists have
woman who suffered
an “unusually high level
of sexuality,” “sex is a
even invented a “diagnosis” to trauma from a plane
crash, Wilson had
legitimate form of treatment” and even “true explain why patients are sexually pinned her to a chair
promised her the
love for a patient should
abused, claiming patients have and
best sex she’d ever had.
be allowed.”
Wilson later claimed he
Here are some other
a “disorder” which provokes
had suffered an “alcopsychiatric excuses for
the therapist.
holic blackout.”10
deviant sexual conduct:
❚ Virginia psychiaThe American Psytrist Robert C. Showalter
chiatric Association’s
was an expert defense witness in criminal cases Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
until he lost his license to practice in 1999 for forc- (DSM-IV) and the mental disorders section of the
ing male patients to masturbate in front of him, International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10)
calling it “masturbation therapy.”8
have greatly assisted psychiatrists and psycholo❚ In 2001, Sydney psychiatrist Clarence gists in their efforts to avoid criminal proceedAlexander Gluskie, who was awarded an Order of ings for sexual abuse. The DSM decriminalizes
Australia (highest government recognition) in 1999, illegal acts by defining criminal behavior as a biowas struck off the medical register over his sexual logically based aberration or “mental disorder.”
relationship with a female patient. Gluskie had In this way, dangerous criminals in psychiatry’s
adopted a “father role” during the woman’s therapy own ranks have been excused of all personal
sessions, encouraging her to regress to her child- responsibility for their actions.

CHAPTER TWO
Cr i m i n a l Ac t s a s ‘ Th e ra p y ’
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Paul R. McHugh, professor of psychiatry and added, “the final behavioral outcome is the
psychiatrist-in-chief at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in achievement of … ‘victory through defeat,’ and
Baltimore, is openly critical of his own colleagues: often the defeat is failed psychiatric treatment.”12
“The new DSM approach of using experts and
Psychiatrists invent spurious diagnoses, work
descriptive criteria in identifying psychiatric diseases to decriminalize flagrant violations and create
has encouraged a productive industry. If you can deceitful theories and arguments to defend crimidescribe it, you can name it; and if you can name it, nal actions. They have even codified their own
then you can claim it exists as a distinct ‘entity’ with, depraved tendencies and activities into mental
eventually, a direct treatment tied to it. Proposals for health policy.
new psychiatric disorders have multiplied so feverIn 1996, the World Psychiatric Association
ishly that the DSM itself has grown from a mere 119 (WPA) claimed, “Ethical behavior is based on the
pages in 1968 to 886 in the latest edition….” [in 1994]. psychiatrist’s individual sense of responsibility
He admits that some of the disorders “are purely the towards the patient and their judgment in deterinventions of their
mining what is correct
proponents.”11
and appropriate conduct.
External standards and
In their book
A national U.S. study of
influences such as profesMaking Us Crazy, protherapist–client sex revealed that
sional codes of conduct, the
fessors Herb Kutchins
study of ethics, or the rule
and Stuart A. Kirk therapists abuse more girls than boys.
of law by themselves will
report that to create a
The female victims’ age ranged from
not guarantee the ethical
disorder in the DSM,
three years old to 17. Therapists
practice of [psychiatry].”
all a committee of psysexually abused boys aged
Is it any wonder that
chiatrists has to do is
they
are generally covert
pick a label, provide
between seven and 16.
about their true agenda?
a general description
One exception shamebased on “clinical wisdom,” develop a menu of diagnostic criteria, check less in its candor, but chilling in its content
the proposed criteria with advocates for the new cat- — was an April 26, 1999 article in Washington,
egory, decide how many criteria must be met to use D.C.’s Insight news magazine. Richard Gardner, a
clinical professor of child psychiatry, was quoted as
the diagnosis and, finally, counter any opposition.
Specifically, the ICD lists burning down build- saying, “Society’s excessively moralistic and
ings as “pathological fire-setting,” theft as “patholog- punitive reactions toward pedophiles … go far
ical stealing,” and both the ICD and DSM list sexual beyond what I consider to be the gravity of the
molestation of children as “pedophilia—a habit and crime.” He actually proposed that pedophilia
impulse disorder.” DSM also claims that physically serves procreative purposes.13
abusing a child is a related mental disorder.
The complete irresponsibility of the WPA’s
Psychiatrists have even used their criteria to policy becomes obvious by imagining the social
label patients who report psychiatrists for sexual consequences if Gardner’s view on pedophilia
abuse. APA psychiatrist Richard Simons describes ever became the legal interpretation of such
“masochistic personality disorder” (MPD) suffer- perverse behavior.
ers: “They are the patients who unconsciously
Psychiatrists and psychologists cannot be
provoke therapists either to give up on them, or allowed to continue to determine the standards of
sadistically abuse them….” Whatever the “uncon- conduct in any society, or society risks further
scious motives may be in an individual case,” he degradation.
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A REPORT OF ABUSE
Robbed of Innocence

I

n 2000, Oakland,
you systematically and
Michigan Circuit
severely exploited….”14
Court Judge Alice
❚ In 1997, Kansas
Gilbert denied psychild psychiatrist John
chologist
Julian
Buckles Lester was senGordon’s bail request,
tenced to 41 months in
ordering him to remain in
prison for the molestajail pending an appeal of
tion of two boys, aged
his conviction for molest14 and 15. Lester was
ing and sodomizing a
treating the boys for
teenage boy. Gordon,
physical and sexual
appointed by a county
abuse.15
probate court to work
❚ Psychiatrist Paul
with troubled teens, was
Bridges was convicted of
sentenced to 15 years in
assaulting two boys,
prison. The judge stated,
aged 15 and 16, both
“There is no civilization if
vulnerable runaways. In
we don’t protect our
1996, the 15-yearchildren.”
old had visited Bridges
❚ The same year,
at his home, where
Robert Bruce Craft, a
Bridges photographed
Georgia psychiatrist treathim naked and indeing abused and emotioncently assaulted him.
ally disturbed children for
Three years later, a 16the State Department of
year-old boy responded
Family and Children’s
to an advertisement
Services, was sentenced
Bridges had placed seekto 20 years in prison for PEDOPHILES: Psychologist Bjarne Skovsager and psychiatrist Alan J.
ing “male models.”
felony sexual exploitation Horowitz were both sentenced to prison for sexually abusing children. He, too, was sexually
of a minor and child
assaulted. Police discovmolestation. The proseered Bridges was part
cutor called Craft’s crimes “deliberate acts that stole of a nationwide pedophile ring. However, the
children’s innocence,” and said that the sentence only real penalty he suffered was the suspension of
was too lenient. “If [Craft] served every day [in his license.16
prison] it wouldn’t be enough,” he stated.
❚ In 1992, Alan J. Horowitz, a New York psychi❚ Dr. Burnell Gordon Forgey, a California psy- atrist, was sentenced to 10 to 20 years for sodomizchiatrist who worked with troubled youth in group ing three boys aged seven to nine and for sexually
homes, employed convicted pedophiles. The 82- abusing a 14-year-old girl. Horowitz defended
year-old member of the American Psychiatric himself saying that he was a “normal pedophile.”
Association pleaded guilty to five counts of oral Police investigations found a trail of sexual abuse of
copulation with a 15-year-old patient at one of the patients dating back to the late 1960s when
homes. The prosecuting attorney pronounced: Horowitz worked for a community organization that
“Sexual assault against young people is bad helped impoverished, inner-city children.17
❚ In 1993, Donald Persson, a Utah psychologist,
enough, but when that person is a physician in a
described himself as a “moral” person when he was
white coat … he is the devil in disguise.”
❚ On July 24, 2002, Danish psychologist Bjarne sentenced to 10 years imprisonment for the rape of
Skovsager was sentenced to six years in prison for a12-year-old girl.18
numerous and severe sexual abuses—including
As reported in 2001, a national U.S. study of
sodomy and indecent exposure—against three therapist–client sex involving minors revealed that
boys between the ages of seven and 11. Skovsager therapists abuse girls as young as three years old,
was ordered to pay compensation to each boy. The and boys as young as seven.19
The average age of abused girls was seven and
judge who sentenced him pronounced, “You have
had a relationship of trust with the family which of boys, 12.
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IMPORTANT FACTS
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Patients who have been sexually
assaulted by a therapist are very
likely to attempt suicide.

One in every 100 patients
sexually involved with a
therapist commits suicide.

According to one study, nearly
half of the patients sexually
abused by psychiatrists were
already victims of child sexual
abuse, incest or rape.

Courts have recognized that a
patient’s apparent “consent” to
sexual relations with a therapist
cannot be used as a defense
because of the vulnerable state
of the patient and the serious
betrayal of trust by the therapist.

The Hippocratic Oath, named
after a physician who practiced
around the fifth century B.C.,
and sworn to be followed by all
psychiatrists, prohibits sex
between doctors and patients.
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CHAPTER
THREE
Sexual Abuse
Destroys Lives

I

n his 2001 report, “Sex Between Therapists atric therapists have committed suicide, and
and Clients,” Kenneth Pope, the former thousands more have been hospitalized because
head of the Ethics Committee of the of the harm caused to them.
American Psychological Association, said:
According to a 1989 Australian study, “The
“The health care professions at their earli- Seduction of the Female Patient,” nearly half of the
est beginnings recognized the harm that could patients sexually abused by psychiatrists were
result from sexual involvement with patients.” already victims of child sexual abuse, incest or rape.
The Hippocratic Oath, named after a physician Psychiatrists used the patients’ vulnerability to furwho practiced around the fifth century B.C., pro- ther victimize them. They told them that their probhibits sex with patients. The historical consensus lems really stemmed from “sexual dysfunction” and
among health care prothat the psychiatrist
fessionals that such
needed to teach them
activity be prohibited
how to overcome their
Psychiatrists told them that
as destructive contindysfunction by achievtheir problems really stemmed
ued into the modern
ing orgasm and having
22
age. In the landmark
from “sexual dysfunction” and that oral sex.
1976 case of Roy v.
“I was very sick
the psychiatrist needed to teach
Hartogs, one of the first
and I went to him
in which a woman sucfor help,” one patient
them how to overcome their
cessfully brought suit
revealed. “I had an
against her therapist
incredible attachment
dysfunction by achieving orgasm
on these grounds, the
and dependency on
and having oral sex.
court held: “Thus from
him. He said, ‘The best
[Freud] to the modern
psychiatry goes on in
practitioner we have
secrecy.’ He forbade me
common agreement of the harmful effects of sen- telling anyone about the sexual relationship and told
sual intimacies between patient and therapist.”20
me I couldn’t trust anybody.”23
The ultimate toll of that harm is patient
If a patient ever complains, offending psychiasuicide. About 14% of those who have been sexu- trists first blame the patient’s “mental illness,” then
ally involved with a therapist will make at least the patient’s inability to “come to terms” with their
one attempt at suicide. One in every hundred earlier traumatic experience. Finally, psychiatrists
patients succeeds.21
frequently argue that the patient consented to the
Factoring in the fearful silence of most vic- “relationship,” despite the obvious abuse.
tims—only an estimated 1% actually report the
Sharon Hamilton, a professional dancer in
abuse—tens of thousands of patients of psychi- Australia, is a tragic example of this. During a
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charity performance in a jail, she suffered minor have her committed to an involuntary institution,
injuries when a prisoner attacked her with a knife. borrowing money from her, and causing her to
Seeking compensation, she was referred to psychi- appoint him sole executor and sole beneficiary
atrist Harry Bailey, who put her under “deep sleep under her will.”24
treatment”—a drug-induced coma with elecIn another case, in 1992, psychiatrist Margaret
troshock—assuring her this would assist in her Bean-Bayog faced medical malpractice charges and a
lawsuit. But Bailey
civil suit by the family
seduced her, beginning
of a Harvard Medical
a torrid affair. WhenSchool student, Paul
“I was very sick and I went to
ever Hamilton became
Lozano, who commithim for help. He said, ‘the best
disgruntled or threatted suicide after treatened to expose him, she
by her. Charges
psychiatry goes on in secrecy.’ He ment
was subjected to more
alleged that Beanforbade me telling anyone about
“treatment.”
Within
Bayog used therafive months of Hamilpeutic techniques to
the sexual relationship .…”
ton’s $100,000 award
conduct a lurid and
for the knife attack,
bizarre sex relationship
— Abused Patient
she handed over conwith Lozano. She sent
trol of her finances
him notes complimentto Bailey’s accountant,
ing him for “phenomenal sex.” Lozano
who invested $30,000 in
killed himself after
Bailey’s private hospiBean-Bayog
ended
tal. Hamilton became
their relationship.25
pregnant and had an
abortion at Bailey’s sugDr. Gary Shoener,
gestion. He denied that
Director
of
the
he was the father. Less
Wa l k - I n C e n t e r,
than a year later,
Minneapolis, MinneHamilton committed
sota, is adamant
suicide.
about such conduct:
“Consent
is
no
During a State govdefense. So even if it
ernment inquiry, Justice
looks like the patient
John Slattery described
had a romance with
this exploitation: Bailey
the therapist, if it
“developed a sexual
happened during the
relationship with her”
course of the profesand “used this to domisional relationship, it
nate her and to influence
is a felony statutory
her if only indirectly to
rape. It means that
give him money.” Their
if you prove it
relationship “involved
happened, you don’t
physical assaults, possihave to prove anyble abduction, threats,
thing else.”26
including threats to
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MONSTER: After Harry
Bailey put professional dancer
Sharon Hamilton under “deep
sleep treatment” (a druginduced coma with electroshock),
he seduced her, beginning
a torrid affair.
Less than a year later, she
committed suicide.
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A REPORT OF ABUSE

I

Sexual Predators

n recent years, more and more cases of psychi- patients and had been struck off the medical register
atric rape have come to light, including: in New Zealand for similar incidents.29
❚ On February 11, 1998, Missouri psychia❚ On December 10, 2002, U.K. psychiatrist
trist William Cone was sentenced to 133 years in Christopher Allison was jailed for 10 years for the
prison for sexual and deviate sexual assault of two rape and sexual abuse of six patients.30
patients. Cone told the women they had been
Thanks to the courage and determination of
weaned too early and needed to be “re-parented,” the brave women who exposed these cases —
which required having sex with him. To convince often despite great personal danger and emotional
them, he gave them large amounts of psychotrop- anguish — some of the perpetrators of these
ic drugs to which they became addicted. Cone criminal acts were brought to justice.
claimed that he himself suffered from “alcoholism
However, in many cases the wheels of justice
and sexual dependency” — a “form of moral insan- turned too slowly,
ity brought on by my
obsessive preoccupation with work, power
and perfection. …” On
“He is a predator…. These
the
contrary,
the
people came to him for healing
prosecutor, Assistant
Attorney General David
and he injured them. I’ve never
Cosgrove, told the
had a defendant inflict so much William Cone
court: “He is a predator. … These people
pain and so much injury on so
came to him for
many people.”
healing and he injured
them. I’ve never had
— Assistant Attorney General David Cosgrove
a defendant inflict so
on psychiatrist William Cone, sentenced to 133
much pain and so much
years in jail for patient sexual assault.
injury on so many people. There’s a message
that needs to be sent to
this defendant and everyone else in his shoes.” 27
and too many of the
Kolathur Unni
❚ In 2004, Canadian psychiatrist John Orpin’s 65,000 therapists
1998 conviction for sexually abusing female who raped their patients were only suspended
patients was upheld. While the women were from practicing (while remaining free) or simply
drugged, he raped and sodomized them. Some ordered to undergo “therapy” for their own
were shackled to a wall and beaten with a belt. sexual “disorder.”
William Masters’ and Virginia Johnson’s 1970
Dr. Orpin told them that his penis was a “healing
staff” and that anal rape was “unconditional love.”28 report, “Human Sexual Inadequacy,” still holds true:
He pleaded guilty to assault and sexual assault of “…when sexual seduction of patients can be firmly
established by due legal process, regardless of whether
two women.
❚ On July 4, 2002, London psychiatrist Kolathur the seduction was initiated by the patient or the rapist,
Unni was jailed for only 18 months despite sexually the therapist should be sued for rape rather than malattacking a female patient during a hypnotherapy practice, i.e., the legal process should be criminal rather
session. Unni had a history of sexual assaults on than civil.” 31
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IMPORTANT FACTS

1

2
3
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As of 2004, there have been more
than 25 statutes enacted to address
the increasing number of sex crimes
committed by psychiatrists and
psychologists in the United States,
Australia (Victoria), Germany,
Sweden and Israel.
Surveys conducted about therapy
in Norway, Poland, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United
Kingdom found that “the
main problem is sexual abuse
or humiliation.”
Not all medical boards recognize
that a criminal conviction against a
psychiatrist or psychologist should
result in the permanent revocation
of his or her license to practice.
Currently, if the professional’s
college or association is aware of a
member’s sexual offenses against a
patient and fails to report the
matter to the police, they are not
held accountable.

American psychiatrist
Michael DeLain was jailed in
2002 for sexually exploiting a
16-year-old patient.
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CHAPTER
FOUR
What Should
Be Done?

N

o progress can be made in the mat- standards is inappropriate; that sexual abuse is
ter of patient sexual abuse until all criminal, not “boundary crossing.”
such assaults by psychiatrists,
Any person seeking psychiatric “counseling”
psychologists and psychotherapists must have the right to videotape all consultations
are legally defined by statute if they choose, and to end off any questioning or
as rape: the only required proof is that sex was therapy at any time with no threat of reprisal.
involved.
In 2002, professor of psychiatry Glen Gabbard
Psychiatrists often claim sex with clients is admitted, “The positive aspect of criminalization is
“consensual,” though aware of their strong emo- that juries and the legal system may be more
tional hold over patients. But if someone has sex efficient at administering justice than some
with a child, society
licensing boards or ethics
recognizes the imbalcommittees.”32
ance of power, knowlCCHR, along with
“Consent is no defense. So even
edge and authority
other concerned groups
if it looks like the patient had a
used by the adult and
and individuals, has
romance with the therapist, if it
condemns the act as
campaigned for stringent
criminal. So it must be
happened during the course of the laws to protect women
with a psychiatrist and
and children against psyprofessional relationship, it is a
patient.
chiatric rape. As of 2004,
felony … statutory rape.”
Surveys conducted
there have been more
about therapy in Northan 25 statutes enacted
— Dr. Gary Shoener, Director of the
way, Poland, Sweden,
to address the increasing
Walk-In Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Switzerland and the
number of sex crimes
United Kingdom found
committed by psychiathat the main problem experienced by patients was trists and psychologists in the United States,
“sexual abuse and humiliation.” In 1994, the Council Australia (Victoria), Germany, Sweden and Israel.
of Europe’s report, “Psychiatry and Human Rights”
Many of these statutes recognize that patient
urged that codes of conduct be issued to “stipulate “consent” is not a defense and that the psychiaexplicitly that sexual behavior of the therapist/psy- trist’s professional or fiduciary duty is seriously
chiatrist is forbidden. Such a behavior has to be qual- compromised when he or she enters into any
ified as abusing the dominant position of the thera- sexual contact with a patient. Convicted
pist and abusing the confidence of the client.”
psychiatrists can face up to 10 years imprisonPatients should be provided written informa- ment per incident and $20,000 in fines.
tion on professional counseling standards and
Convicted psychiatric rapists must be includinformed that any behavior outside those ed in the rolls of registered sexual predators
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and child molesters,
to parents, guardians,
making their names
victims, attorneys,
public so that no
judges, social workers
further victims can be
and child protective
misled by their preservices, to turn to peotense of help only to
ple who are not part of
be betrayed. Those
a morally corrupt menwho have experienced
tal health system.
“When sexual
such abuse are the
The betrayal of a
seduction of patients can
strongest voices for
patient through psychisuch measures and
atric sexual abuse is not
be firmly established by due
must be heard while
therapeutic or a “harmlegal process … the therapist
still protecting their
less” way to give the
should be sued for rape rather
personal privacy. This
patient “self-esteem.”
could be done through
Dr. Thomas Szasz,
than malpractice, i.e., the legal
closed-door hearings
professor of psychiatry
process should be criminal
to bring about needed
emeritus says, “This is
rather than civil.”
legislative reforms.
intellectual bankruptcy
No child should
compounded by moral
— William Masters and
ever be left alone in
paralysis. The asserVirginia Johnson
a room with any
tion that sexual contact
counselor, therapist,
… may be therapeutic
psychologist or psychiatrist. Any young person for the patient is self-serving and stupid. Using
who has possibly suffered from sexual abuse is it to justify such sexual contacts is illogical
especially vulnerable and must be protected.
and immoral.”
Psychiatrists and psychologists take trustA parent or guardian must have the authority to end any interview, any line of questioning, ing patients down a one-way road to destrucany attempt to further upset the young person tion and, too many times, an ugly death by their
by any psychiatric counselor. The responsible own hand. The law is the law, written for the
adult must be informed of these rights and the protection of the people. When one group sees
criminal aspect of sexual contact between a itself as above the law, and convinces law
enforcement of this, then no one is safe. It must
counselor and a child.
Legislation must be passed which allows for be made clear, once and for all, no matter how
the choice of turning to non-psychiatric coun- privileged the psychiatrist rapist believes he is,
selors. Such laws would provide a legal option rape is always rape.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1
2

3
4
5

Recommendations

Rape is rape. It is especially grave if a psychiatrist or other mental health practitioner
perpetrates it. Criminal codes must state that just the fact of a sexual act between any
therapist and patient is “felony rape” with the same penalties as any other rape.
“Consent” by the patient is not a defense.
All professional licensing boards for psychiatrists, psychologists or psychotherapists,
should refer copies of all patient complaints about sexual abuse to the police, attorney
general or prosecutor who are obligated to investigate and prosecute.
Any such professional licensing board that treats such sexual abuse of patients as
“professional misconduct” should be held accountable for any future sexual crime
committed by the therapist.
Any proven complaint of sexual abuse of a patient should also be reported to health
care fraud investigators to determine if the convicted felon had also committed fraud
by billing his or her sexual sessions as therapy.
A criminal conviction of a psychiatrist or psychologist for a sex crime should also
result in the permanent revocation of his or her license to practice.

For the individual rape victim:
1. File a complaint to the police if a psychiatrist, psychologist or psychotherapist has
sexually abused you. Provide a copy of the complaint to your nearest branch of CCHR,
which can assist you in getting your complaint investigated and prosecuted.
2. Above all, do not be afraid to speak out. The lives of hundreds of other women
and children can be better protected from such abuse if you do. CCHR will assist you
while protecting your confidentiality.

P S Y C H I AT R I C R A P E
Recommendations
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Citizens Commission
on Human Rights International

T

CCHR’s work aligns with the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, in particular the
following precepts, which psychiatrists violate on
a daily basis:

he Citizens Commission on Human
Rights (CCHR) was established in
1969 by the Church of Scientology to
investigate and expose psychiatric
violations of human rights, and to
clean up the field of mental healing.
Today, it has more than 130 chapters in over
31 countries. Its board of advisors, called
Commissioners, includes doctors, lawyers, educators, artists, business professionals, and civil and
human rights representatives.

Article 3: Everyone has the right to life,
liberty and security of person.
Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture
or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.
Article 7: All are equal before the law and
are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law.

While it doesn’t provide medical or legal
advice, it works closely with and supports medical
doctors and medical practice. A key CCHR focus is
psychiatry’s fraudulent use of subjective “diagnoses” that lack any scientific or medical merit, but
which are used to reap financial benefits in the billions, mostly from the taxpayers or insurance carriers. Based on these false diagnoses, psychiatrists
justify and prescribe life-damaging treatments,
including mind-altering drugs, which mask a
person’s underlying difficulties and prevent his or
her recovery.

Through psychiatrists’ false diagnoses, stigmatizing labels, easy-seizure commitment laws, brutal,
depersonalizing “treatments,” thousands of individuals are harmed and denied their inherent
human rights.
CCHR has inspired and caused many hundreds of reforms by testifying before legislative
hearings and conducting public hearings into psychiatric abuse, as well as working with media, law
enforcement and public officials the world over.

CITIZENS COMMISSION
on Human Rights
20
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MISSION STATEMENT
THE CITIZENS COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
investigates and exposes psychiatric violations of human rights. It works
shoulder-to-shoulder with like-minded groups and individuals who share a
common purpose to clean up the field of mental health. We shall continue to
do so until psychiatry’s abusive and coercive practices cease
and human rights and dignity are returned to all.
James P. Carter, M.D.
Author, Racketeering In Medicine
The Suppression of Alternatives:
“All over the world, the Citizens
Commission on Human Rights has documented psychiatric crimes. Laws have
been enacted in many states in the U.S. to
prevent psychiatric sexual abuse of their
patients, again as a result of the
Commission’s work.”
Mrs. Margaret Saunders
Mother of 22-year-old daughter
who died under psychiatric “care” in a
Western Australian psychiatric facility:
“[In] the time leading up to Melissa’s
inquest CCHR supported me, they helped
me to prepare … comforted me when
things got tough …. The dedication and

compassion shown by these wonderful
people goes beyond anything I have ever
experienced. … Words cannot express my
appreciation to this organization and all the
help offered.”
Dennis D. Bauer Senior Deputy District
Attorney Orange County, California:
“…I have been a prosecutor for 12
years and have specialized in Sexual
Assaults and Child Abuse prosecutions for
the past four years. I was incredulous to
find out that a private organization was
following up on leads where we had
drawn blanks or were unable to cover. I
found all [of CCHR’s] personnel very positive, eager, intelligent and exceptionally
well informed on issues that are obscure to
the majority of the population.”

For further information:
CCHR International
6616 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA, USA 90028
Telephone: (323) 467-4242 • (800) 869-2247 • Fax: (323) 467-3720
www.cchr.org • e-mail: humanrights@cchr.org
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CCHR INTERNATIONAL
Board of Commissioners
David Pomeranz
Harriet Schock
Michelle Stafford
Cass Warner
Miles Watkins
Kelly Yaegermann

CCHR’s Commissioners act in an official
capacity to assist CCHR in its work to reform
the field of mental health and to secure rights
for the mentally ill.
International President

Jan Eastgate
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights International
Los Angeles

Politics & Law

Tim Bowles, Esq.
Lars Engstrand
Lev Levinson
Jonathan W. Lubell, LL.B.
Lord Duncan McNair
Kendrick Moxon, Esq.

National President

Bruce Wiseman
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights United States

Science, Medicine & Health

Giorgio Antonucci, M.D.
Mark Barber, D.D.S.
Shelley Beckmann, Ph.D.
Mary Ann Block, D.O.
Roberto Cestari, M.D.
(also President CCHR Italy)
Lloyd McPhee
Conrad Maulfair, D.O.
Coleen Maulfair
Clinton Ray Miller
Mary Jo Pagel, M.D.
Lawrence Retief, M.D.
Megan Shields, M.D.
William Tutman, Ph.D.
Michael Wisner
Julian Whitaker, M.D.
Sergej Zapuskalov, M.D.

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Board Member

Isadore M. Chait
Founding Commissioner

Dr. Thomas Szasz,
Professor of Psychiatry Emeritus
at the State University of New
York Health Science Center
Arts and Entertainment

Jason Beghe
David Campbell
Raven Kane Campbell
Nancy Cartwright
Kate Ceberano
Chick Corea
Bodhi Elfman
Jenna Elfman
Isaac Hayes
Steven David Horwich
Mark Isham
Donna Isham
Jason Lee
Geoff Levin
Gordon Lewis
Juliette Lewis
Marisol Nichols
John Novello

Education

Gleb Dubov, Ph.D.
Bev Eakman
Nickolai Pavlovsky
Prof. Anatoli Prokopenko
Religion

Rev. Doctor Jim Nicholls
Business

Lawrence Anthony
Roberto Santos
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CCHR National Offices
CCHR Australia

CCHR France

CCHR Japan

CCHR Russia

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Australia
P.O. Box 562
Broadway, New South Wales
2007 Australia
Phone: 612-9211-4787
Fax: 612-9211-5543
E-mail: cchr@iprimus.com.au

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights France
(Commission des Citoyens pour
les Droits de l’Homme—CCDH)
BP 76
75561 Paris Cedex 12 , France
Phone: 33 1 40 01 0970
Fax: 33 1 40 01 0520
E-mail: ccdh@wanadoo.fr

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Japan
2-11-7-7F Kitaotsuka
Toshima-ku Tokyo
170-0004, Japan
Phone/Fax: 81 3 3576 1741

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Russia
P.O. Box 35
117588 Moscow, Russia
Phone: 7095 518 1100

CCHR Lausanne, Switzerland

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights South Africa
P.O. Box 710
Johannesburg 2000
Republic of South Africa
Phone: 27 11 622 2908

CCHR Austria
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Austria
(Bürgerkommission für
Menschenrechte Österreich)
Postfach 130
A-1072 Wien, Austria
Phone: 43-1-877-02-23
E-mail: info@cchr.at

CCHR Belgium
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights
Postbus 55
2800 Mechelen 2,
Belgium
Phone: 324-777-12494

CCHR Canada
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Toronto
27 Carlton St., Suite 304
Toronto, Ontario
M5B 1L2 Canada
Phone: 1-416-971-8555
E-mail:
officemanager@on.aibn.com

CCHR Czech Republic
Obcanská komise za
lidská práva
Václavské námestí 17
110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Phone/Fax: 420-224-009-156
E-mail: lidskaprava@cchr.cz

CCHR Denmark

CCHR Germany
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Germany—
National Office
(Kommission für Verstöße der
Psychiatrie gegen
Menschenrechte e.V.—KVPM)
Amalienstraße 49a
80799 München, Germany
Phone: 49 89 273 0354
Fax: 49 89 28 98 6704
E-mail: kvpm@gmx.de

CCHR Greece
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights
65, Panepistimiou Str.
105 64 Athens, Greece

CCHR Holland
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Holland
Postbus 36000
1020 MA, Amsterdam
Holland
Phone/Fax: 3120-4942510
E-mail: info@ncrm.nl

CCHR Hungary
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Hungary
Pf. 182
1461 Budapest, Hungary
Phone: 36 1 342 6355
Fax: 36 1 344 4724
E-mail: cchrhun@ahol.org

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Denmark
(Medborgernes
Menneskerettighedskommission
—MMK)
Faksingevej 9A
2700 Brønshøj, Denmark
Phone: 45 39 62 9039
E-mail: m.m.k.@inet.uni2.dk

Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Israel
P.O. Box 37020
61369 Tel Aviv, Israel
Phone: 972 3 5660699
Fax: 972 3 5663750
E-mail: cchr_isr@netvision.net.il

CCHR Finland

CCHR Italy

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Finland
Post Box 145
00511 Helsinki, Finland

Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Italy
(Comitato dei Cittadini per i
Diritti Umani—CCDU)
Viale Monza 1
20125 Milano, Italy
E-mail: ccdu_italia@hotmail.com
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Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Lausanne
(Commission des Citoyens pour
les droits de l’Homme— CCDH)
Case postale 5773
1002 Lausanne, Switzerland
Phone: 41 21 646 6226
E-mail: cchrlau@dplanet.ch

CCHR Mexico
Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Mexico
(Comisión de Ciudadanos por
los Derechos Humanos—CCDH)
Tuxpan 68, Colonia Roma
CP 06700, México DF
E-mail:
protegelasaludmental@yahoo.com

CCHR Monterrey, Mexico
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Monterrey,
Mexico
(Comisión de Ciudadanos por los
Derechos Humanos —CCDH)
Avda. Madero 1955 Poniente
Esq. Venustiano Carranza
Edif. Santos, Oficina 735
Monterrey, NL México
Phone: 51 81 83480329
Fax: 51 81 86758689
E-mail: ccdh@axtel.net
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P.O. Box 1679
Baneshwor Kathmandu, Nepal
E-mail: nepalcchr@yahoo.com
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Citizens Commission on
Human Rights New Zealand
P.O. Box 5257
Wellesley Street
Auckland 1, New Zealand
Phone/Fax: 649 580 0060
E-mail: cchr@xtra.co.nz

CCHR Norway
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Norway
(Medborgernes
menneskerettighets-kommisjon,
MMK)
Postboks 8902 Youngstorget
0028 Oslo, Norway
E-mail: mmknorge@online.no
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CCHR Spain
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Spain
(Comisión de Ciudadanos por los
Derechos Humanos—CCDH)
Apdo. de Correos 18054
28080 Madrid, Spain
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Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Sweden
(Kommittén för Mänskliga
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Box 2
124 21 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone/Fax: 46 8 83 8518
E-mail: info.kmr@telia.com
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CCHR United Kingdom
Citizens Commission on
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Phone: 44 1342 31 3926
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E-mail: humanrights@cchruk.org
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RAISING PUBLIC AWARENESS

ducation is a vital part of any initiative to reverse
social decline. CCHR takes this responsibility very
seriously. Through the broad dissemination of
CCHR’s Internet site, books, newsletters and other
publications, more and more patients, families,
professionals, lawmakers and countless others are

E

becoming educated on the truth about psychiatry, and that
something effective can and should be done about it.
CCHR’s publications—available in 15 languages—
show the harmful impact of psychiatry on racism, education, women, justice, drug rehabilitation, morals, the elderly,
religion, and many other areas. A list of these includes:

THE REAL CRISIS—In Mental Health Today
Report and recommendations on the lack of science and
results within the mental health industry

CHILD DRUGGING—Psychiatry Destroying Lives
Report and recommendations on fraudulent psychiatric
diagnosis and the enforced drugging of youth

M A S S I V E F R A UD — P s y c h i a t r y ’ s C o r r u p t I n d u s t r y
Report and recommendations on a criminal mental
health monopoly

HARMING YOUTH—Psychiatry Destroys Young Minds
Report and recommendations on harmful mental health
assessments, evaluations and programs within our schools

PSYCHIATRIC HOAX—The Subversion of Medicine
Report and recommendations on psychiatry’s destructive
impact on health care

COMMUNITY RUIN—Psychiatry’s Coercive ‘Care’
Report and recommendations on the failure of community
mental health and other coercive psychiatric programs

4. THE THEORY THAT MENTAL DISORDERS
DERIVE FROM A “CHEMICAL IMBALANCE” IN
THE BRAIN IS UNPROVEN OPINION, NOT FACT.

PSEUDOSCIENCE—Psychiatry’s False Diagnoses
Report and recommendations on the unscientific fraud
perpetrated by psychiatry

HARMING ARTISTS—Psychiatry Ruins Creativity
Report and recommendations on psychiatry assaulting the arts

One prevailing psychiatric theory (key to
psychotropic drug sales) is that mental disorders
result from a chemical imbalance in the brain.
As with its other theories, there is no biological
or other evidence to prove this. Representative
of a large group of medical and biochemistry
experts, Elliot Valenstein, Ph.D., author of
Blaming the Brain says: “[T]here are no tests
available for assessing the chemical status of
a living person’s brain.”

SCHIZOPHRENIA—Psychiatry’s For Profit ‘Disease’
Report and recommendations on psychiatric lies and
false diagnosis

IMPORTANT NOTICE
For the Reader

T

he psychiatric profession purports to be
the sole arbiter on the subject of mental
health and “diseases” of the mind. The
facts, however, demonstrate otherwise:

1. PSYCHIATRIC “DISORDERS” ARE NOT MEDICAL
DISEASES. In medicine, strict criteria exist for

calling a condition a disease: a predictable group
of symptoms and the cause of the symptoms or
an understanding of their physiology (function)
must be proven and established. Chills and fever
are symptoms. Malaria and typhoid are diseases.
Diseases are proven to exist by objective evidence
and physical tests. Yet, no mental “diseases” have
ever been proven to medically exist.
2. PSYCHIATRISTS DEAL EXCLUSIVELY WITH
MENTAL “DISORDERS,” NOT PROVEN DISEASES.

While mainstream physical medicine treats
diseases, psychiatry can only deal with
“disorders.” In the absence of a known cause or
physiology, a group of symptoms seen in many
different patients is called a disorder or syndrome.
Harvard Medical School’s Joseph Glenmullen,
M.D., says that in psychiatry, “all of its diagnoses
are merely syndromes [or disorders], clusters of
symptoms presumed to be related, not diseases.”
As Dr. Thomas Szasz, professor of psychiatry
emeritus, observes, “There is no blood or other
biological test to ascertain the presence or
absence of a mental illness, as there is for most
bodily diseases.”
3. PSYCHIATRY HAS NEVER ESTABLISHED THE
CAUSE OF ANY “MENTAL DISORDERS.” Leading

psychiatric agencies such as the World Psychiatric
Association and the U.S. National Institute of
Mental Health admit that psychiatrists do not

know the causes or cures for any mental disorder
or what their “treatments” specifically do to the
patient. They have only theories and conflicting
opinions about their diagnoses and methods, and
are lacking any scientific basis for these. As a past
president of the World Psychiatric Association
stated, “The time when psychiatrists considered
that they could cure the mentally ill is gone. In
the future, the mentally ill have to learn to live
with their illness.”

5. THE BRAIN IS NOT THE REAL CAUSE
OF LIFE’S PROBLEMS. People do experience

problems and upsets in life that may result in
mental troubles, sometimes very serious. But
to represent that these troubles are caused by
incurable “brain diseases” that can only be
alleviated with dangerous pills is dishonest,
harmful and often deadly. Such drugs are
often more potent than a narcotic and capable
of driving one to violence or suicide. They mask
the real cause of problems in life and debilitate
the individual, so denying him or her the opportunity for real recovery and hope for the future.

THE BRUTAL REALITY—Harmful Psychiatric ‘Treatments’
Report and recommendations on the destructive practices of
electroshock and psychosurgery
PSYCHIATRIC RAPE—Assaulting Women and Children
Report and recommendations on widespread sex crimes
against patients within the mental health system
DEADLY RESTRAINTS—Psychiatry’s ‘Therapeutic’ Assault
Report and recommendations on the violent and dangerous
use of restraints in mental health facilities
PSYCHIATRY—Hooking Your World on Drugs
Report and recommendations on psychiatry creating today’s
drug crisis
REHAB FRAUD—Psychiatry’s Drug Scam
Report and recommendations on methadone and other
disastrous psychiatric drug ‘rehabilitation’ programs

UNHOLY ASSAULT—Psychiatry versus Religion
Report and recommendations on psychiatry’s subversion of
religious belief and practice
ERODING JUSTICE—Psychiatry’s Corruption of Law
Report and recommendations on psychiatry subverting the
courts and corrective services
ELDERLY ABUSE—Cruel Mental Health Programs
Report and recommendations on psychiatry abusing seniors
CHAOS & TERROR—Manufactured by Psychiatry
Report and recommendations on the role of psychiatry
in international terrorism
CREATING RACISM—Psychiatry’s Betrayal
Report and recommendations on psychiatry causing racial
conflict and genocide
CITIZENS COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
The International Mental Health Watchdog

WARNING: No one should stop taking any psychiatric drug without the
advice and assistance of a competent, non-psychiatric, medical doctor.
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“The assertion
that sexual contact …
may be therapeutic for the
patient is self-serving and stupid.
Using it to justify such sexual
contacts is illogical
and immoral.”
— Dr. Thomas Szasz
Professor of Psychiatry Emeritus
and Renowned Author
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widespread sex crimes against patients
within the mental health system
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